CONSERVATIVE MANAGEMENT PATHWAY
FOR ADVANCED CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE IN BC

**CKD Care**

- **KCC Phase 1a**
  - All CKD patients
  - eGFR > 25
  - active KCC care
  - CKD stage 3-4

- **KCC Phase 1b**
  - CKD patients on a conservative pathway
  - eGFR 25-15
  - modality selection
  - phase 1a and 3-4

- **KCC Phase 1c**
  - CKD stage 5
  - supportive ongoing care
  - phase 1b and 3-4

- **KCC Phase 2**
  - CKD stage 5
  - decompression
  - phase 1c and 4-5

- **KCC Phase 3**
  - CKD stage 5
  - prognosis < 8 mos
  - phase 2 and 4-5

- **KCC Phase 4**
  - CKD stage 5
  - symptoms/prognosis < 1 mos
  - phase 3 and 4-5

- **KCC Phase 5**
  - CKD stage 5
  - death & bereavement
  - phase 4 and 5

**Primary Care**

- **PCP EOL Module: Transition 1**
  - disease advancement

- **PCP EOL Module: Transition 2**
  - decompression Palliative Performance Scale 50% prognosis < 8 mos

- **PCP EOL Module: Transition 3**
  - EOL care planning

- **PCP EOL Module: Transition 4**
  - decline/last days

- **PCP EOL Module: Transition 5**
  - death & bereavement

**GPAC Guideline Part 1**: Approach to Care
**GPAC Guideline Part 2**: Pain + Symptom Management
**GPAC Guideline Part 3**: Grief & Bereavement

*GPAC Guideline on Palliative Care for the Patient with Incurable Cancer or Advanced Disease

CKD= Chronic Kidney Disease
KCC= Kidney Care Clinic
GPSC= General Practice Services Committee
PCP= Practice Support Program
EOL= End-of-life